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A device for the production of visible or photo 
graphic images of objects with employment of 
neutrons as depicting radiation has been pro 
posed, in which in a neutron-reactive layer 
heavily charged particles or electrons are pro 
duced by the depicting neutrons, and these 
charged particles or electrons release in the 
neutron-reactive layer or in a neighboring layer 
slow electrons, which are accelerated by electric 
fields and, after they have passed through an 
electron-optical system, produce a picture on a 
luminescent screen or on a photographic layer. 
With this device it is possible to produce pictures 
very rich in contrast even with a neutron radia 
tion of low intensity. 
In the production of such a neutron-image 

converter diñiculties are caused by the fact that 
the neutron-reactive layer and the layer from 
which the slow electrons are released react the 
one with the other in undesired manner during 
the production of’the image-converter, for in 
stance during the baking out of the vacuum tube. 
Some neutron-reactive layers also partly lose 
their eñiciency during the heating to the higher 
temperatures which cannot conveniently be 
avoided in the course of the production of the 
image-converter. 

It is an object of the present invention to ob~ 
viate these dliiiculties involved in the production 
of the apparatus formerly described. For this 
and other inventive purposes the neutron-reactive 
layer is positioned outside the vacuum space, and 
at this point the wall of the vessel is made trans 
parent to the radiation serving for releasing the 
slow electrons. 
In a neutron-image-converter, in which the 

` heavily charged particles or electrons produced 
in the neutron-reactive layer by the depicting 
neutrons release in a neighboring luminescent 
mass a radiation, which in turn releases slow 
electrons in a neighbouring layer, it is advisable 
under certain circumstances to position the 
luminescent mass also outside the vacuum tube. 
For intensifying the eñ‘ect, a surface which re 
fleets the radiation emitted by the luminescent 
mass and transmits the charged particles which 
excite the luminescent mass, is preferably pro 
vided on the side of the luminescent mass remote 
from the vacuum space. ' 
For reducing unsharpness and losses from re 

iiection on the wall of the tube, it is advisable 
to apply directly upon the wall the neutron 
reactive mass or the luminescent mass, or, if 
desired, both masses mixed together. 

If in the neutron-reactive mass electrons are 
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produced which in turn have to release slow elec 
trons in the interior of the vacuum space from 
another layer, the wall of the tube at this point 
must transmit the electrons released from the 
neutron-reactive layer. , , 

Some substances for the neutron-reactive layer, 
for instance metallic lithium, are especially af 
fected by moist air, so that their eiiiciency de 
creases gradually. For increasing their durability 
it is therefore advisable in such masses for neu 
tron-reactive layers. and similar sensitive lumi 
nescent masses, to house the neutron-reactive 
mass, if desired together with the luminescent 
mass and the reflecting layer, in the interior of 
a closed space adjoining the wall of the vacuum 
tube, said space being evacuated or ,filled with a 
gas which does not affect said substances. 
Embodiments of the arrangement according to 

the invention are shown partly in diagrammatic 
illustration in the iigures of the accompanying 
drawing, in which 

Fig. 1 is a section through a complete appa 

ratus, _ 
Fig. 2.is a fragmentary section of a modified 

arrangement in which layers 6 and 9 are omitted, 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary section in which layers 

5, 6 and 9 are enclosed. 
Referring to the drawing, the neutron beam 

2 kserving for depicting starts from the source 
of neutrons I and traverses the body 3 to be 
depicted. The depicting neutron radiation 4 im 
pinges upon the neutron-reactive layer 5 ar 
ranged outside the vacuum space and produces 
in this layer heavily charged particles or elec 
trons. The intensity or concentration of the 
thus produced heavily charged particles or elec 
trons is different from place to place according 
to the intensity distribution of the neutron radia 
tion locally weakened by passage through the 
body 3. The heavily charged particles or elec 
trons release in the adjacent layer 6 of lumines 
cent mass a radiation, which passes through the 
wall 1 of the tube, which at this point is trans 
parent to such radiation, into the vacuum space 
and releases there slow electrons from a photo 
sensitive layer 8. These slow electrons are accel 
erated and can be collected electron-optically in 
a manner known per se upon a luminescent 
screen I2 or upon a photographic layer to pro 
duce an image of the object. 
Between the layer 6 of luminescent mass and 

the neutron-reactive layer 5 a reflecting surface 9 
-may be provided for intensifying the effect, said 
surface reñecting the radiation emitted by the 
luminescent mass through this mass itself into 



the interior or the vacuum space upon the photo 
sensitive layer. This surface t trts the 
heavily charged particles or electrons produced by 
the neutrons in the layer 6. 
The luminescent mass and the neutron-reac 

tive layer mass may be applied directly onto the 
wall 'I oi' the tube the one mixed with the other 
as well as singly. 
The wa1l must be such that it transmits elec 

trons in case electrons are emitted from the neu 
tron-reactive layer .5 which, in the i'orm of con 
struction shown in Fig. 2, is directly adjacent to 
the wall, said electrons having to release slow 
electrons from the layer l which is in the interior. 
In the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the neu 

tron-reactive layer 5, the luminescent mass 6 
and the reñecting layer s are housed in a cap I0 
directly adjacent to the wall and evacuated or 
ñlled with a gas which does not aiIect the said 
masses. 
An advantage of the arrangement according 

to the invention consists in that. without altera 
tion of the evacuated image-converter-tube, the 
neutron-reactive layer in which the heavily 
charged particles or electrons are produced by 
the depicting neutrons‘can be exchanged. It is 
therefore possible to adapt the apparatus to neu 
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trons of diiIerent speeds with the same image- v 
converter-tube merely by exchanging the neu 
tron-reactive layer or luminescent mass. 
As examplesof the'composìtions of the various» 

elements disclosed, the neutron reacting plate 5 
may be of lithium where the plate is enclosed, 
as .in Fig. 3, or boron or uranium where the plate 
is exposed, or it may be a composition vcontaining 
these elements. «Reñector l may be a thin sheet 
of whiteor optically opaque glass or ceramic ma 
terial. 'I'here are many materials which may be 
employed as the fluorescent screens 8 and I 2; 
among them are barium platino-cyanide or cal' 
clum-tungstate; The wall oi' the exhausted con 
tainer may be of thin glass. y 
Asa source of neutrons a device maybe em 

ployed which subjects beryllium to a bombard 
ment of alpha particles. 
We claim: - 

1. A device for the production oi' visible or 
photographic images by means oi.' neutrons, com 
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prising a vacuum tube; a source of neutrons lo 
cated outside the tube, a neutron reactive layer 
located outside the tube and adjacent a wall 
thereof and in the path of neutrons from said 
source, a luminescent mass located outside the 
vacuum tube and adjacent said wall, said mass' 
being exposed to and capable of being energized 
by charged particles liberated by the neutron re 
active layer, a reflecting surface capable of trans 
mitting charged particles liberated by the neu 
tron reactive layer and reflecting the radiation 
liberated. by the luminescent mass. said surface, 
being positioned on the side of said mass oppo-Í 

. site that nearest to the wall of the tube, a photo-l 
sensitive layer within said vacuum tube adja, 
cent said wall, said layer being capable of liber‘ 
ating slowY electrons under the action of the radia. 
tion transmitted through said wall, means for 
accelerating said slow electrons, an electron 
sensitive screen and an electron Voptical system 
for focusing the electrons, after acceleration, on 
said screen. ` 

2. A device as defined in claim 1 in which the 
wall of the vacuum tube between the neutron re 
active layer and the photosensitive layer is cap 
able of transmitting charged particles liberated 
by said neutron reactive layer. _ 

3. A device as deñned in claim 1 comprising 
a luminescent mass located outside of the vacuum 
tube and adjacent to said wall, said `mass being 
exposed to and capable of beingr energized by 
charged particles liberated by the neutron reac 
tive layer, the material constituting the neutron 
reactive layer and the material constituting the 
luminescent mass being in the form of a mixture 
:onstituting a layer on the wall oi' the vacuum 
ube. 
4. A device as deilned in claim 1 comprising an 

enclosed space outside the vacuum tube surround 
ing the neutron sensitive layer. ' 

5. A device as deñned in claim 1 comprising a 
luminescent mass located outside of the vacuum 
tube and adjacent to said wall thereof and an 
enclosed space outside the vacuum tube enclosing 
said luminescent mass and the neutron sensitive layer. 
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